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We study the sensitivity of coupled condensate formation dynamics on the history of initial stochastic domain formation in the context of instantaneously quenched elongated harmonically trapped immiscible two-component atomic Bose gases. The spontaneous generation of defects in the fastest condensing component, and subsequent coarse-graining dynamics, can lead to a deep oscillating microtrap into which the other component condenses, thereby establishing a long-lived composite defect in the form of a dark-bright solitary wave. We numerically map out diverse key aspects of these competing growth dynamics, focusing on the role of shot-to-shot fluctuations and global parameter changes (initial state choices, quench parameters, and condensate growth rates), with our findings also qualitatively confirmed by realistic finite-duration quenches. We conclude that phase-separated structures observable on experimental time scales are likely to be metastable states whose form is influenced by the stability and dynamics of the spontaneously emerging dark-bright solitary wave.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pattern formation and the presence of coexisting phases in spatially separated domains are an emergent feature of diverse dynamical systems throughout physics [1], chemistry [2], and biology [3]. Ultracold gases offer a highly controllable theoretical and experimental test bed for studying these phenomena, particularly in the context of condensate formation dynamics [4–6], a subject of sustained interest and significance in nonequilibrium physics, both in the ultracold gas context [7–20] and beyond [21–24]. Previous works have highlighted the generic importance of the Kibble-Zurek (KZ) mechanism in defect formation during phase transitions [25,26], connecting ultracold gases with a range of phenomena from high-energy and condensed matter physics [27–29], with composite defects [28] emerging in the context of multicomponent fields by condensation in the defect core [30].

Experiments with single-component atomic Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) have revealed the spontaneous formation of defects in the form of vortices [31], dark solitonic vortices [32,33], and persistent currents [34] during the BEC phase transition, providing quantitative confirmation of KZ scaling [19,35–38]. In multicomponent BECs (e.g. 87Rb - 41K [39], 87Rb - 85Rb [40], and 87Rb - 133Cs [41,42]), studies have focused on the formation of two same-species BECs in a tunnel-coupled geometry [43], and quantum phase transitions in binary [44–46] and spinor Bose gases [38,47–52]. In many scenarios, however, potentially nonuniversal postquench defect dynamics strongly influence the system behavior. Work on homogeneous spinor Bose gases [49,50] has identified two distinct time scales in the process of domain formation: a short time scale for initial domain formation via the KZ mechanism, and a long “memory” time scale for nonlinear coarse-graining dynamics to erase traces of the initial domains. Related work indicates that characteristic memory time scales may exceed experimental system lifetimes [51,52].

In this paper, we discuss the competing growth dynamics of instantaneously quenched immiscible two-component BECs,
BEC has reached a true equilibrium state. Our work offers insight into the complexities of behavior long before structures emerge as part of a rich nonequilibrium dynamical phase diagram.
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II. QUENCH PROTOCOL AND MODELING DETAILS

Our quench scheme closely follows that of Ref. [31], namely, a sudden temperature and chemical potential quench, appropriately generalized to two components. We consider a prototypical two-component atomic cloud of approximately \( 1.4 \times 10^8 \) \(^{87}\)Rb and \( 8 \times 10^6 \) \(^{133}\)Cs atoms, equilibrated in slightly displaced traps at \( T_0 = 80 \) nK (close to the ideal gas critical temperature \( T_c \)).

Based on a characteristic example (Fig. 2), in which neither component initially possesses a single macroscopically occupied mode, we analyze the role of fluctuations and quench parameters [Figs. 3 and 4(a)], under the assumption that Rb condenses fastest. We then analyze a range of other initial states and quenches, and critically discuss our main assumptions [Figs. 4(b), 5, and 2(f) inset]. Within current computational constraints, this provides a qualitative characterization of the dynamical phase diagram.

Dynamical two-component BEC simulations to date have been based on coupled ordinary [54, 55, 61, 62] or dissipative [20, 63, 64] Gross-Pitaevskii equations (GPEs), or on classical field [65], truncated Wigner [44, 45], or ZNG (coupled GPE-Boltzmann) [66] methods. The effects of thermal fluctuations during condensate growth are best captured by three-dimensional (3D) coupled stochastic projected Gross-Pitaevskii equations [52, 67, 68],

\[
d\psi_k = \mathcal{P}\left\{-\frac{i}{\hbar}\nabla L_\psi + \frac{\gamma_k}{\hbar^2 T^2}(\mu_k - L_\psi)\psi + dW_k, \right\}
\]

(1)

describing the evolution of highly occupied “classical” modes \( \psi_k \), where \( k \) labels the species (here Rb or Cs). Here \( L_k = -\hbar^2 \nabla^2/2m_k + V_k + 4\pi\hbar^2/(am_k|\psi_k|^2 + m_k + a_{kk}|\psi|^2/M_{kk}) \), for scattering lengths \( a_{kk} \) (intraspécies) and \( a_{ij} \) (inter-species), atomic masses \( m_k \), and reduced mass \( M_{kk} \). The “c-field” region defined by projector \( \mathcal{P} \) consists of single-particle modes \( \phi_k \) with energies below a carefully selected energy cutoff [69], which is coupled to the above-cutoff reservoir at temperature \( T \) via growth (described by the species-dependent \( \gamma_k \)) and noise (described by \( dW_k \) [70]) processes. To simulate two-component condensate formation, we first obtain an initial state by numerically propagating Eq. (1) to provide strong evidence that the density profiles emerging over experimentally relevant time scales are determined by the history of spontaneous defect formation and subsequent dynamics (Fig. 1). This long-term memory is facilitated by the added stability provided by formation, during coarse-graining dynamics, of a composite dark-bright solitary wave [54–59] defect, a process found to be robust to perturbations, but sensitive to shot-to-shot fluctuations and global parameter changes.

While the equilibrium states of immiscible two-component BECs in the mean-field approximation are known to display various symmetric and asymmetric structures [53, 60] similar to those observed in experiment [40, 41], we show similar structures emerging as part of a rich nonequilibrium dynamical behavior long before the system reaches an equilibrium state. Our work offers insight into the complexities of two-component BEC formation, and suggests caution when concluding that an experimental immiscible two-component BEC has reached a true equilibrium state.

FIG. 2. Typical numerical evolution of a quenched two-component system. (a)–(b): postquench evolution, up to 2 s, of 2D column densities \( n_{col}, n_{col} \) and 1D integrated density profiles \( n_{int}, n_{int} \) for c-field and PO (Penrose–Onsager) condensate respectively. (c): corresponding condensate phase. (d)–(e): evolution of (respectively) condensate number, \( N_0 \), and occupation ratio \( r \) between condensate mode and the next-most-highly occupied mode. (f): single-run evolution of the number of spontaneously generated dark solitons, \( N_{sol}(t) \) (obtained, to within the estimated uncertainty shown, by examining density minima and phase jumps, similar to the procedure of [36]). In all simulations in this work, both components are confined in harmonic traps with frequencies \( \omega_{Rb} = 2\pi \times 3.9(2,2,2,4,5,4,0,2) \) Hz, with longitudinal and transverse shifts of \( \sim 1 \mu m \) in their centers [41, 53], and we use scattering lengths \( (\gamma_{Rb}, \gamma_{Cs}) = (100, 280, 650) \) Bohr radii. Temperature is quenched from \( T_0 = 80 \) nK to \( T = 20 \) nK. In the first part of this work, we use initial chemical potentials \( \mu_{Rb} = 2.13 \) nK, \( \mu_{Cs} = 0.956 \mu_{Rb} \) (\( \mu_{Cs} = 1.38 \hbar a_{Rb}^R, \mu_{Cs} = 1.05 \hbar a_{Rb}^L \)), and rates \( \gamma_{Rb} = \gamma_{Cs} = 0.263 s^{-1} \) (equivalent to \( h\gamma/k_B T = 10^{-4} \)), with \( \mu_{Rb} = \mu_{Cs} \) and \( \mu_{Cs} = 7.34 \mu_{Rb} \). The initial condition is an equilibrated state with no single condensate mode (\( t = 0 \)) two-component atomic cloud.
equilibrium for initial chemical potentials \( \mu_k \) and common temperature \( T_0 \gtrsim T_c \), and then instantaneously quench these parameters to final values \( T < T_c \) and \( \mu'_k \gtrsim \mu_k \). We extract the time-dependent condensate mode using the Penrose-Onsager (PO) criterion [71], by seeking a macroscopically occupied eigenmode of the one-body density matrix in short-time averages over a single trajectory [67].

### III. COUPLED DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

#### A. Typical coupled dynamics simulation

A typical numerical run of the post-instantaneous-quench dynamics demonstrating the formation of a composite defect for a given initial state (see figure caption for parameters) is shown in Fig. 2, a result with which subsequent results will be compared. Snapshots (left panels) of the c-field density (a), condensate mode density (b), and condensate phase (c) reveal three characteristic dynamical stages: (i) a short postquench “condensation onset” stage with strongly nonequilibrium dynamics (for \( t \lesssim 0.1 \) s) in which multiple quench-induced defects proliferate; (ii) a rapid relaxation stage (here \( t \lesssim 0.5 \) s, featuring rapid Rb growth), dominated by defect coarse-graining dynamics, leading to a metastable equilibrium state with a number of long-lived defects [this number can be zero, one (as shown here), or potentially more]; (iii) a slow evolution towards global equilibrium, during which the other component (here Cs) may (but need not) also condense. While the details of the coupled dynamics are sensitive to global system and quench parameters, our subsequent analysis confirms that the occurrence of these three stages is generic. Within our model, for a given set of quench parameters, the long-term evolution tends to favor the dominance of either Rb or Cs.

The right panels in Fig. 2 show the dynamics of the PO condensate atom number \( N_0 \) (d), the occupation ratio, \( r \), of the condensate mode to the next-most-highly occupied mode (e), and the number of soliton defects (f). While initially \( r \sim 1 \), it increases rapidly postquench as a macroscopically occupied condensate mode emerges. Coherence growth, caused by the suppression of phase fluctuations during condensation [15,16], coincides with the rapid decrease in the defect numbers due to merging and decay [33]. Due to the larger initial Rb atom number, Cs condensation follows that of Rb [40]; moreover, because our simulations do not include evaporative cooling, we find that Cs condensation is associated with a gradual decrease in the Rb condensate.

Depending on dimensionality [29], the emerging defect could also be a vortex or solitonic vortex [72], whose infilling would create a (solitonic) vortex-bright soliton [73] rather than a dark-bright soliton. However, our geometry and parameters, which have \( \{\mu_{Rb},\mu'_Rb\} < 4\hbar\omega_{Rb}^+ \) and \( \{\mu_{Cs},\mu'_Cs\} < 8\hbar\omega_{Cs}^- \), favor 1D solitonic defects [72]. In Fig. 2, the initial multiple defects in the fastest condensing component eventually lead to exactly one long-lived defect, which acts as a tight mobile microtrap [11], facilitating rapid condensation of the other component. Growth of the bright (infilling) component in the microtrap (which stabilizes the dark soliton against decay [63]) leads to a spontaneously generated dark-bright soliton; for this particular simulation, this soliton forms close to the trap center.

Over longer time scales, the growing mean-field potential converts this dark-bright solitary wave into a fixed domain wall [74,75]. A Cs condensate also subsequently forms at the system edges, slightly compressing the Rb condensate towards the trap center. This interplay between condensate growth, defect formation, and dissipative evolution in the first component, and condensate growth in the second component—alongside increasing mean-field repulsion between the co-forming immiscible condensates—leads to interesting features that should be observable in current experiments.

In the following we consider (i) the role of shot-to-shot fluctuations (Fig. 3); (ii) dependence on growth rates and final quench parameters when starting from quasicondensate initial states (Fig. 4); (iii) changes to the evolution due to different numerical runs (loosely corresponding to different experimental runs) for the same fixed quench sequence [Figs. 3(a)–3(d)]. Such runs feature statistically identical condensate number evolution [see error bars in Fig. 4(a)]. Figure 3(a) reveals a three-stage evolution in the “reference” case of Fig. 2: slow-moving solitonic defect, near-stationary dark-bright solitary wave, and eventual static domain wall structure. Figures 3(b)–3(d) reveal alternative (and roughly
equally likely) outcomes for different (same mean amplitude) postquench dynamical noise realizations, describing thermal fluctuations. Figure 3(c) shows slower Cs growth, in an initially shallower (hence more rapidly moving) dark solitary-wave microtrap. Unlike Fig. 3(a), where dark solitary wave decay and stabilization occur at the trap center, Figs. 3(c)–3(d) show this process occurring either to the left (c), or to the right (d), illustrating the crucial role of the motion of the decaying dark solitary wave [76]. Figure 3(b) illustrates the potential for coexistence of more than one (shallow) defect for an appreciable time [see also Fig. 4(d) for $t \lesssim 0.5$ s], which typically decay without Cs growth in the solitonic microtraps. In this case, Cs only condenses around Rb, minimizing mean-field repulsion. Figures 3(e)–3(h) show the condensate profile after 1 s (insets 2 s), consisting of either a large Cs structure in the middle separating the Rb [inset to Fig. 3(e)], or a large Rb structure enclosed by Cs [insets to Figs. 3(f)–3(h)]. Further evolution of case (a) ($t \geq 3$ s) also yields an Rb structure enclosed by Cs, after gradual merging of the two Rb peaks.

We have confirmed that the qualitative findings above are unchanged when using different (same temperature) thermalized initial states in the same simulations, loosely corresponding to different experimental runs. In particular, although different, randomly generated, initial (prequench) states yield different postquench defect formation dynamics, we find that at least three out of nine simulations with different initial and dynamical noise reveal clear evidence of spontaneous dark-bright soliton formation, with two of the emerging composite defects being relatively deep and central. Despite the differences in emergent density profile, condensate atom number evolution is the same [within statistical variations, see error bars in Fig. 4(a)], irrespective of the formation, stabilization, or decay of the dark-bright solitary wave. The importance of dark-bright solitary waves in the early stages of formation is further confirmed through dissipative GPE simulations, showing that even perfectly imprinted multiple dark-bright solitons quickly coalesce into a single long-lived dark-bright soliton, with rapid dynamical mean-field stabilization. Importantly, we find that the presence, or absence, of small asymmetries ($\sim 1 \mu m$) in the trap minima alter only the details, but not the qualitative structures, of the emerging density profiles, indicating that shot-to-shot and thermal fluctuations can strongly suppress experimentally relevant trap imperfections (whose role can dominate mean-field simulations [53]).

**C. Dependence on global quench parameters**

Distinct dynamical regimes occurring for different quench parameters are shown in Fig. 4. We focus on the dependence of $N_{0}$ on variations of the chemical potentials $\mu_{i}$ and growth rates $\gamma_{i}$ for fixed initial quasicondensate states. With $\gamma_{\text{Rb}} = \gamma_{\text{Cs}}$ fixed, we find Rb dominates the evolution for a broad range of $\mu_{\text{Rb}} > \mu_{\text{Cs}}$ [squares and black lines in Fig. 4(a)]. Here, spontaneously generated defects tend to decay within Rb, with Cs not condensing into a dark-bright solitary wave microtrap but instead at the trap edges [Fig. 4(c)]. For quenches with large $\mu_{\text{Cs}}$ [Fig. 4(a), green triangles], despite the early atom number evolution remaining practically unchanged, Cs condensation rapidly overtakes that of Rb, which gradually disappears.

![FIG. 4. Dependence of evolution on quench parameters. (a) shows condensate number evolution (Rb solid, Cs dashed) for different final chemical potentials $\mu_{i}$; standard parameters $\mu_{\text{Rb}} = \mu_{\text{Cs}} = 7.34\mu_{\text{Cs}}$ (red and blue circles); $\mu_{\text{Rb}} = 2.63\mu_{\text{Rb}}, \mu_{\text{Cs}} = 7.34\mu_{\text{Cs}}$ [black squares, example of c-field density evolution shown in (c)]; $\mu_{\text{Rb}} = \mu_{\text{Rb}}, \mu_{\text{Cs}} = 11.9\mu_{\text{Cs}}$ [green triangles, example of c-field density evolution shown in (d)]. Error bars in (a) for standard parameters indicate the standard deviation over six numerical trajectories. (b) shows condensate number evolution for different rates $\gamma_{i}$; standard parameters $\gamma_{\text{Cs}} = \gamma_{\text{Rb}} = 0.263 \text{s}^{-1}$ (red and blue circles), and $\gamma_{\text{Cs}} = 10\gamma_{\text{Rb}} = 2.63 \text{s}^{-1}$ (brown stars).

**D. Role of quasicondensation in prequench states**

Our simulations so far exhibit a consistent predominance of rapid Rb growth initially, set by the prequench conditions, with long-term evolution dictated by the quench parameters. Although our initial states featured no single macroscopically occupied state in either component, both initial states exhibited quasicondensation, with multiple states having occupations greater than half that of the most occupied state [0 10 states for Rb (largest occupation $\approx 2200$), and $\approx 5$ states for Cs (largest occupation $\approx 1100$)]. To demonstrate the generality of our findings, Fig. 5 shows the effects of decreasing the initial Rb quasicondensate, i.e., changing $\mu_{\text{Rb}}$ from $>0$ [Fig. 5(c)] to $\approx 0$ [Fig. 5(d)] and $<0$ [Fig. 5(e)], while allowing for an initial, more pronounced, Cs quasicondensate (through the increased $\mu_{\text{Cs}} = 2.11\mu_{\text{Cs}}$). This leads to a large Cs condensate forming before significant Rb condensate growth. Under these conditions we find that enhancing the final Rb chemical potential, $\mu_{\text{Rb}}$ [Fig. 5(f)], can lead either to approximately equal Rb and Cs condensate number, or to the generation of a quasi-stable Cs defect enabling the short-time formation and entrapment of an Rb condensate (at $t = 0.25$ s).

**E. Effects of finite quench duration**

As a further check on the generality of our results, we also consider finite-duration quenches in which ($T_{q}$, $\mu_{k}$) are
FIG. 5. Evolution of (a) condensate atom number, (b) occupation ratio $r$, and (c)–(f) coupled 1D integrated condensate density profiles for initial states with different amount of coherence in the Rb initial state. Shown are cases with $\mu_{Cs} > 0$ and (c) $\mu_{Rb} = 1.38\hbar\omega_{Rb}$ (corresponding to “reference” Fig. 2 data, plotted only for ease of comparison here), (d) $\mu_{Rb} = 0.01\hbar\omega_{Rb}$, and (e)–(f) $\mu_{Rb} = -2.42\hbar\omega_{Rb}$; (f) differs from (e) only in the larger postquench Rb chemical potential [$\mu_{Rb} = 3.02\hbar\omega_{Rb}$ in (f), as opposed to $1.38\hbar\omega_{Rb}$ in (e)]. Note that for (d)–(f) $\mu_{Cs}$ is increased to $2.11\hbar\omega_{Cs}$.

ramped linearly from the same initial to final values as in Fig. 2 over time $t_R$. For short but realistic ramp durations ($t_R \lesssim \omega_{-1}^{-1}$) we find identical short-term ($t \lesssim t_R$) and very similar long-term ($t \sim 500$–1000 ms) dynamics, supporting our findings about the emergence of a single relatively deep dark soliton (Rb), partly infilled by the other component (Cs)); this is in qualitative agreement with earlier findings for single-component systems (see Supplementary Information in [31]). The scaling of the immediate postquench defect number for finite-duration quenches with $t_R$, starting from a state exhibiting quasicondensation ($T_0 \gtrsim T_c$), is shown in Fig. 2(f), inset (for the relevant time scales shorter than the characteristic time scale for the emergence of a composite defect).

As the physical scheme considered here does not fully conform to the standard adiabatic-impulse-adiabatic scenario of the Kibble-Zurek mechanism [29], we cautiously avoid directly linking our findings for the study of the soliton number to Kibble-Zurek exponents. Nonetheless and rather remarkably we find some qualitative resemblance to scalings observed in the short- and long-term evolution of spinor gases quenched from miscible to immiscible in homogeneous or harmonically trapped systems [44–46,49,77].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RELEVANCE

Recent experiments have explored the emergent immiscible density profiles following the gradual sympathetic cooling of $^{87}$Rb - $^{85}$Rb [40] or $^{87}$Rb - $^{133}$Cs [41] mixtures. Although our simulations feature sudden quenches, we can still draw some interesting, albeit indirect, analogies to these experiments: (i) Both experiments sometimes found (depending on parameters) a condensate in only one component, in qualitative agreement with the long-term evolution of our stochastic simulations. (ii) Our simulations reveal long-lived metastable phase-separated profiles resembling those seen in experiment [41]. While the energy of the immiscible system is generally lowered by reducing the number of domains, larger aspect ratios add an energy barrier to the process of reduction; the experiment of Ref. [40] (with larger aspect ratio) reported metastable states with lifetimes exceeding 1 s, consistent with our simulation time scales. (iii) The relative time scales for condensation in the two components influence the form of the emergent profiles, as the component condensing second (typically with fewer initial atoms, and thus lower critical temperature) can only do so when the density of the other component is low [40,41]; this explains why, over the probed time scale, simulations in the scenario of Fig. 3 most commonly exhibit a central Rb condensate surrounded by the more massive Cs (a feature not easily reproduced at equilibrium [53]). The long-term evolution will, in principle, erase fluctuations from the formation dynamics (although in practice this time scale may be too long to be experimentally relevant). Indeed, longer term evolution in the scenario of Fig. 2 ($t \gtrsim 3$ s) exhibits coalescence of both Rb structures into a single structure surrounded by Cs. This coalescence often occurs shortly after the Rb condensate number decreases below that of Cs, providing a plausible indirect explanation for the observation of such a regime in Ref. [41].

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have qualitatively analyzed the formation dynamics of immiscible two-component condensates following a sudden temperature quench, elucidating the importance of composite defect formation and dynamics. While our model is computationally challenging (even the coupled dissipative model, without noise, has eight independent parameters), analysis of over 100 three-dimensional stochastic simulations has enabled us to broadly classify the dynamics into three evolution stages: (i) condensation of the fastest growing component, with dynamics mainly determined by the prequench state and final temperature, in which multiple defects are spontaneously formed; (ii) fluctuation-determined coarse-graining dynamics, during which defects in the fastest growing component coalesce and gradually decay, potentially yielding a small number of long-lived defects; and (iii) relaxation, with long-term dynamics set by the quench parameters, during which the second component condenses in regions of low mean-field density. Importantly, a statistically non-negligible fraction ($\gtrsim 30\%$) of simulations exhibit a composite defect, whose spontaneous formation and subsequent evolution lead to stark shot-to-shot variations in the observable phase-separated density profiles over a broad range of experimentally relevant time scales. We have verified the generic nature of our observations both by confirming that our findings also hold for realistic finite-duration quenches, and
that for suitable parameter choices, a defect-induced microtrap can emerge in either species.

While the prevailing composite defect in our inhomogeneous system is a dark-bright solitary wave, higher dimensional analogs are also possible, and the related “core condensation” dynamics in the context of condensed matter and high-energy physics remain only partly understood even in uniform systems [28,30]. Controlled experiments with cold atoms could help shed further light on this important problem by, e.g., statistically analyzing the evolution of density profiles following quenched evaporative cooling of binary gases initially near the critical temperature.

Data supporting this publication is openly available under an Open Data Commons Open Database License [79].
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